Elegance
the

range

Welcome
this seasons new additions to the
elegance range of doors have been
thoughtfully designed to include options
that are fresh and stylish.
each design has been exclusively
commissioned and will only be found

Windsor 2 Sapphire Twist

Victorian S1 Tinted Emerald

within this exquisite collection.

Windsor 2 Emerald Jewel

Warwick S1 Trio Green

Warwick S1 Emerald Elipse

All the door panels in this range comprise of two PVCu skins, pressure bonded to a core material of E.H.D.F.R.A polystyrene (extra high density fire retardant
additive) using a specially formulated adhesive that is both heat and moisture resistant. The result is a core free from CFCs and a skin that is approved to BS476:
part12 ‘Method of Test for Ignitability of Products by Direct Flame Impingement’. This offers a high degree of thermal efficiency and, by using our range of
reinforcing options, a high degree of security.
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Cambridge 2 Aqua Petal

Cambridge 2 Aqua Jewel

Warwick S1 Tiffany Sapphire*

Georgian 3 Clear Elegance

Devon Floral Jewel*

Our new resin bevel designs * are particularly special as they are encrusted with stunning multi-faceted round jewels that create beautiful prisms of light
throughout an entranceway. These options are sealed between two panes of safety glass for ease of cleaning and also have their own unique backing glass. All
other designs are Sandblast and Bevel options and are exclusive. They feature a selection of clear, tinted, coloured and multi-faceted glass bevels combined with
a delicate sandblasted backing design. All bevels are applied to the external pane of the decorative panel and are available with a choice of backing glass (resin
bevel designs are not available with a choice of backing glass).
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Vict
orian
The Victorian is a well proportioned simple
door with good sized panels that can be
glazed to lighten any hallway.
All doors are available in various whites
to suit most profiles and a number of
woodgrain finishes including Mahogany,
Light Oak and Rosewood.
The glass in the Victorian Fused grille is
available with silver or gold grille.

Victorian S1 Briar

New
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Victorian S1 Tinted Emerald

Victorian S1 Silver Grille

Victorian S1 Falling Leaves

Victorian S1 Fused Grille

Victorian S1 Glazed

Our NEW Tinted Emerald option features wonderfully subtle tinted green bevels contrasting with a crisp sandblasted backing
design. This impressive combination allows light to flood in whilst offering high levels of privacy. Glass bevels are applied to the
outer pane of the glass and each panel is available with a choice of backing glass.

Victorian D1 Georgian Bar

Victorian S1 Renni Argyle

Victorian S1 Ruby

Victorian S1 Cobalt

luxury

Victorian Solid

Our special Ruby and Cobalt Resin Glass designs have been exclusively commissioned to offer the very height of luxury
and style. Each option features a striking coloured border with an elegant clear design laced within it. Designs cannot
be interchanged and are available in 24mm and 28 mm thickness. All resin options are only available with the backing
glass shown.
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Devon
the long, arched window in the devon
collection makes this door a wonderful
choice for introducing more natural light
into a narrow hallway.

Devon Neptune

vibrant
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Devon Venus Lapis

Devon Neptune Emerald

Devon Venus

Devon Vase Etched

Our specially commissioned Devon Venus Lapis and Devon Neptune Emerald carry the stunning enhancement
of a complete coloured bevel border. Each bespoke design carries in excess of 50 sparkling clear bevels that
contrast to wonderful effect with the striking transparent coloured border.

Devon Glazed

Devon Solid

Devon Abstract

Devon Fused Green

Devon Royal Bevel

Devon Wild Rose

Devon Floral Jewel

Devon Fused Blue

modern

Our Devon Fused blue and green panels combine a luxurious sandblasted backing design with kiln-formed
fused tiles. In a choice of green or blue the tiles feature on the outer pane of the glass and the designs are now
available with a choice of backing glass. Our Wild Rose, Abstract, Etched and Royal panels are also available
with a choice of backing glass.
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Georgian
with a fine georgian bow top panel and four
elegant panels below, this classic door looks
good whether solid or with all
panels glazed. a versatile door which
would enhance any home.

Georgian 1 Glazed

delicate
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Georgian 3 Clear Elegance

Georgian Solid

Georgian 3 Renni Islay

Georgian 1 Clear Elegance

The timeless style of the Georgian panel makes it a popular choice. The new Georgian 3 Clear Elegance panel
combines a delicate sandblasted backing design with a feature polished clear bevel centrepiece. This sparkling
design is available with a choice of backing glasses.

Georgian 1 House No. / Leaves

Georgian 3 Georgian Bar

Georgian 3 Sirius

Georgian 5 Rambling Rose

Georgian 3 Floral Urn Etched

Georgian 3 Bevel E

beautiful

The Georgian 3 Renni design is a showcase to the Renni Mackintosh style with it’s clean lines and
contemporary feel. In spite of its historical roots this option is sure to appeal to those with a modern eye.
All Renni designs feature traditional lead work and are available with a choice of backing glass.
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Windsor
the fine long panels at the top half of the
windsor, balanced with the smaller lower
panels give this door a solid, reliable
appearance which oozes class, glazed or
unglazed.

Windsor
Windsor
2 Renni
2 Renni
Tiree

stylish
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Windsor 2 Sapphire Twist

Windsor
Windsor
2 Santa
2 AtriaFe

Windsor 2 Emerald Jewel

Windsor 2 Diamond Lead

The clean lines and subtle feature bevels of our new Windsor 2 Sapphire Twist give a stylish and fresh addition
to the Windsor collection. Within each twist of the sandblasted backing design lies a delicately tinted sapphire
bevel.

Windsor Solid

Windsor 2 Glazed

Windsor 2 Climbing Rose

Windsor 2 Floral Urn Etched

elegant

Windsor 2 Bevel Cluster

Our Windsor 2 Floral Urn Etched panel is one of our traditional panels that replicates the effect of age-old
sandblasting. This elegant style of decoration has been used by master craftsmen for many years and this long
history gives a particularly traditional feel to the panel. Our etched options are available with a choice of
backing glass.
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Warwick
make a statement with this elegant door
incorporating the unusual oval designed
window panel.

Warwick S1 Tiffany Sapphire

Warwick S1 Emerald Elipse

all our door panels are made from maintenance free, heavy duty pvcu,
which offers the highest resistance to weathering, ageing and even fire.
Choose from a range of white or woodgrain finishes.
a resilient foam core gives added insulation and the strength and rigidity
of design prevents warping and increases security.

Warwick Solid

ornate
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Warwick S1 Glazed

Warwick S1 Diamond Lead

Warwick S1 Aquarius

The Warwick panel with it’s large glass aperture is a perfect door for some of our more ornate glass designs. In
particular our NEW Warwick S1 Tiffany Sapphire captures the beauty of ornate glass to stunning effect. It combines a
traditional floral design with eye-catching diamond cut jewels and a wonderful sapphire border. The design is
encapsulated within the sealed unit for ease of cleaning.

Warwick S1 Trio Green

Warwick S1 House No. / Roses

Warwick S1 Gemini

Warwick S1 Bright Ruby

graceful

Warwick S1 Trailing Bell Flower

Our Warwick S1 Trailing Bell Flower has long been a classic option within the Warwick range.
This hand crafted leaded design is both graceful and elegant in it’s style and combines traditional
lead work with striking coloured films. The design looks at home in both period and contemporary
properties.
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Jacobean
inspired by the architecture of the grand
jacobean manor houses, this door offers
traditional design fabricated using the
latest in security and insulation
technology.

Jacobean 1 Diamond Lead

timeless
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Jacobean 1 Renni Moray

Jacobean 3 Climbing Rose

Jacobean 1 Glazed

Jacobean 1 Bevel A

Traditional entrances have always had their fair share of floral panels but none have been quite so successful as
the Climbing Rose. The Jacobean 3 Climbing Rose is a testament to this iconic design yet at the same time
offers a slightly more up to date interpretation. Detailed lead work and rich colour combinations denote a
panel that is timeless in its style.

Jacobean 1 Bevel F Coloured

Jacobean 1 Silver Grill

Jacobean 3 Diamond Lead

Jacobean Solid

grand

Jacobean Renni Star

To truly show the grand style of the Jacobean panel we are proud to add the Jacobean 1 Renni Star panel. This
exclusive model combines lead with an eye-catching blue marble film and is finished with a choice of backing glasses.
The contemporary design is striking and sure to create a wonderful entrance to any home.
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Regal
regal by name and regal by design. a grand
front door with a great range of glazing
options.
all doors are available in various whites
to suite most profiles and a number of
woodgrain finishes including mahogany,
light oak and rosewood.
all glass is toughened (kite mark bs6206) and
all door panels meet class 1 surface spread
of flame classification bs476 part 7.
due to the nature of the product, no

Regal 1 Summer Rose

Regal 1 Silver Grill

liability can be accepted for the
accuracy of colours or designs
shown which are intended for
guidance only.

Regal 1 Glazed

classy
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Regal 1 Geo Bar

Regal Solid

Regal 1 Bevel C

The Regal One Bevel C is a classic panel design that combines the partnership of a glistening bevelled cluster and a
beautiful emerald coloured border. This panel is completely hand crafted and the bevels and lead work sit proud on the
external pane of glass. With a choice of backing glass a number of decorative finishes can be achieved.

Classics

Jacobean 1 Tea Rose Etched

Victorian S1 Owl

exquisite

Victorian S1 Wild Rose Etched

Regal 1 Kingfisher

Jacobean 1 Hawk

The Classics suite is a collection of our most timeless and well known panel designs. Our etched panels
offer some wonderfully detailed options with clear leaves, vines and floral motifs laced within the deeply
frosted background. In contrast our wildlife options capture the vibrant colours and majestic spirit of
country living.
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Cambridge
The two slender window panels with their
subtle arch tops lend a delicate appearance
to the cambridge and will give most
houses that period look to their façade.

Regal
1 Glazed
Cambridge
Fused Blue

unique
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Regal 1 Geo Bar

Cambridge 2 Aqua Petal

Cambridge Fused Green

Cambridge 2 Aqua Jewel

Cambridge 2 Bevel Cluster

Our new Cambridge 2 Aqua Petal and Aqua Jewel panels are welcome additions to the Cambridge range and
showcase the very best of sandblast and glass bevel combinations. The Aqua Jewel boasts a modern design
with 10 very special aquamarine feature jewels whilst the Aqua Petal has more of a traditional design and
utilises totally unique contrasting backing textures.

Edwardian
The refined look of the edwardian will

add a simple elegance to any house front.
All our door panels are made from

maintenance free, heavy duty pvcu, which
offers the highest resistance to
weathering, ageing and even fire. choose
from a range of white or woodgrain
finishes.
a resilient foam core gives added
insulation and the strength and rigidity
of design prevents warping and increases
security.
Cambridge 2 Block Lead

Cambridge 2 Climbing Rose

Edwardian 4 Climbing Rose

Edwardian 4 Bevel G

traditional

Edwardian 2 Glazed

Edwardian Solid

A traditional panel deserves a traditional design and this has been caringly reproduced
in our Edwardian 4 Bevel G option. This understated design combines hand worked lead
with striking blue starburst bevels to give a look that will remain clean and fresh for years
to come.
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Cornwall
the cornwall is a
predominantly solid
door with a subtle
diamond window panel
reminiscent of the
cornish farmhouse door.

Backdoor

Cornwall 1 Bullion

Cornwall 1 Lucky Horse Shoe

Cornwall 1 Blue Border

Georgian Bar/Vertical Bottom

Diamond Lead/Diagonal Bottom

Chevron Solid

solid, secure and above
all stylish. all our
back doors are
constructed to the
same quality
specifications as our
front doors and are
just as good-looking.
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Woodgrain
all doors are available
in various whites to suit
most profiles and a
number of woodgrain
finishes including
mahogany, light oak
and rosewood as
illustrated.

Conservat
ory & Half Panels
Rosewood effect

Light Oak effect

Mahogany effect

A range of flat panels are available
in the following sizes:
3000 x 1500mm
2010 x 850mm

Lancaster CLP
Victorian Quarter
Panel

Edwardian Quarter
Panel

Edwardian CEP

Victorian Half Panel

Royale Half Panel

Regency Half Panel

Edwardian Half Panel

Shiplap
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Side Panels
georgian and cambridge side panels available in eurosize. victorian and edwardian as standard.

Victorian S/P 1 Climbing Rose

Regal 1 Glazed

Victorian S/P 1

Regal 1 Geo Bar

Georgian S/P 2 Glazed
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Edwardian S/P 2 Bevel G

Cambridge S/P 1 Glazed

Glazing Opt
ions
Stained Units
All stained units are individually hand made and may at times vary slightly from the computer-generated
brochure. If you do not see the design you would like in this brochure we would be happy to discuss your
requirements.

sandblasted / etched glass
This handcrafted glass is now produced using modern technology and is designed to give a traditional
appearance. For a more dramatic effect this is often combined with striking glass bevels. Though generally
obscure it does leave various areas clear.

bevelled glass
4mm shaped and polished glass facets, hand crafted and bonded to the glass with an optically clear resin
then overlaid with lead.

silver grille
Our Silver Grille options feature attractive traditional motifs that are created using a highly polished chrome
framework that is sealed within the double glazed units. Each Silver Grille design is available with a choice of
backing glass.

resin bevel
Using the most advanced technology and manufactured under stringent quality controlled conditions this
range of resin bevel effect designs has been introduced to complement our existing wide range of glass
patterns. Resin bevels should not be confused with traditional bevels. Each resin is obscure and the design
will occasionally produce minor imperfections that are generally regarded as acceptable. Designs cannot be
interchanged and are available in 24mm and 28mm thickness. The resin is glazed on the inside piece of glass
facing outwards.

Door Furnit
ure

Select from a wide range of door furniture to complement the style of your chosen panel. the accessories
are available in a variety of metals and colours that include gold, black, white and silver.
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